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I hope you have had an enjoyable Christmas and New Year. The beginning of this term does look slightly different to what we 
were expecting however, please see below for the topics that we intend to cover in Spring 2021. I’m sure you’ll understand 
that with current circumstances with Coronavirus this may be subject to change. 

English Writing - The Lost Thing (Shaun Tan) and The Invention of Hugo Cabret (Brian Selznick) 
Using the films and texts, children initially engage with the themes of the stories and make predictions about 
the content. In the final stage, children write their own narratives, based upon their story plans. 
 
Reading - The Listeners (Walter De La Mare) and Everest (Sangma Francis & Lisk Feng) 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Come up with a definition/meaning of new words  

 Recommend books to others based on own reading preferences, giving reasons for choice  

 Draw inferences from characters portrayed in books regarding their motives from their actions  

Maths Pupils will be taught to: 

 Reason about numbers and solve one-step, two-step and multi-step word problems 

 Use formal written methods for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division  

 Interpret and use negative numbers in context, e.g. temperature or depth below sea level 

 Convert decimal numbers to fractions and percentages 

 Measure angles and calculate missing angles on a straight line  

 Calculate the perimeter and area of rectangles and composite rectilinear shapes 

 Understand volume, cubic centimetres and cm³ 

RE Mission 
Pupils will know and understand: 

 That community is an essential and enjoyable part of life for people of every age and faith 

 That the Church, the Christian family, is made up of smaller Christian families called dioceses 

 Dioceses continue the work and mission of Jesus including ecumenism 

Science Earth and Space  
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system 

 Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth 

 Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the sun 
across the sky 

Forces 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting 
between the Earth and the falling object 

 identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving surfaces 

 recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a 
greater effect 

PSHCE Financial Education 
Pupils will know and understand: 

 How to be a critical consumer including influences on saving and spending 

 How to manage money 

Geography Mountains 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Understand the key features of mountains and how they are formed 

 Describe the climate of the mountains and explore mountain life 



 
When we resume school, our PE lessons will be on Thursday and PE kits should be worn to school. Your child will need their 
full PE kit of white t-shirt; black shorts or tracksuit bottoms and black plimsolls/trainers. 
 
Trips and out-of-school learning opportunities are currently postponed due to COVID. The class will be going on local walks as 
part of their Science and Art work this term. They will also be visiting galleries online as part of their cross-curricular learning. 
 
If you have any questions don’t hesitate to ask. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Ms. Brunning 
Year 5 Class Teacher    

History Ancient Greece 
Pupils will study Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world 

Art Tone and contrast 
Pupils will know and understand: 

 How to work on tones using pencils and black and white pens 

 How to use angled lines to give a sense of depth 

Design Design a healthy menu 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a purpose for their product 

 Evaluate a product against the original design specification 

Computing Coding 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Work with variables and various forms of input and output 

 Use ‘if then else’ conditions to control events or objects 

PE Movement and gymnastics 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Explore range of actions, shapes and balances 

 Control actions and combine them fluently 

Music Duration 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 Maintain the pulse using the voice and body 

 Explore on and off beats in different musical styles 

 Understand syncopated rhythms 

Mandarin Pupils will be taught to: 

 Recognise strokes, characters and calligraphy 
 


